Ideal for groups of 10 to 60 (smaller groups can be accommodated but it may affect the price)
Duration approx. 3 hrs (ideal as a half day following a morning conference)
A point based competition is run over 3 separate activities to include Archery, Rifle/Pistol Shooting and Falconry. Individuals would earn
points over the activities and the person with the most points after all 3 activities would be the overall winner on the day and be
presented with a certificate and a bottle of sparkling wine. Each activity takes up to 1 hour, larger groups would be split into teams.
Groups would be met at hotel reception ½ hr prior to the first activity for a health and safety briefing.
All equipment will be provided.
Weather appropriate clothing and flat outdoor shoes are required for all activities.
All areas are fully accessible.

Price: £30.00 per person (based on a minimum of 10)

Ideal for groups of 8-20 (smaller groups can be accommodated but it may affect the price)
Duration approx. 2 hrs (ideal as an activity incorporated within your conference)
Led by GV Golf Pro throughout the session, he will meet you in the golf shop, furnish you with the necessary equipment and provide
coaching along with fun challenges throughout the session. Larger groups would need to be split.
First 30/45 minutes on the driving range with an allowance of 25 balls per person followed by 9 holes played in 4 balls on the par 3
academy course which would typically take 1-1.5hrs.
A selection of half-set golf clubs are provided. Larger groups may need to share sets.
Weather appropriate casual clothing and flat outdoor shoes are required for this activity.
All areas are fully accessible.

Price: £20.00 per person
Both packages are bookable in conjunction with conferences
and banqueting at Greetham Valley
Please contact our dedicated conference coordinator on
01780 460444 mitch@greethamvalley.co.uk

